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Dear friends,
Looking back on 2018, our fourth year working together on Neopenda, we are so
proud of what we have built. There have been some challenges and setbacks, as there
always will be, but there’s also been incredible growth, exciting new partnerships,
major milestones hit, and the unwavering support of our extended community.
One of our biggest highlights this year was
being part of the Techstars Chicago
Accelerator. It was a whirlwind three months
that launched us forward into fundraising and
growth, and left us with friends and mentors for
life (#techstarsforlife). We also executed our
first clinical trial with neonatal intensive care
unit patients this year, a massive milestone that
we worked toward for over a year. Last spring,
we expanded our Uganda-based team and
opened a small office in Kampala. It feels like a
small but meaningful step in ensuring
continuous engagement with our users and
stakeholders, and setting ourselves up as a
global company. We’ve also been very proud
of our fundraising efforts in 2018: we ran a
crowdfunding equity campaign on the
platform Republic, and have been blown away
by its success – to date over 580 investors have
joined Neopenda through Republic, totaling
over $250,000.

This past year we made great strides in new
focus areas such as regulatory, manufacturing,
and customer pipeline development, and have
learned so much about how to successfully and
sustainable implement our solution in emerging
markets. Through all this, we’ve been grounded
in our mission and values. At the end of the day,
Neopenda is innovating needs-based medical
technologies for emerging markets. We believe
that impact and sustainability can, and should,
go hand-in-hand, and we see the massive lack of
appropriate, affordable medical equipment in
low-resource settings as an opportunity to reach
an untapped market and improve access to high
quality health care for underserved populations.
We’re grateful to have you on this journey with
us, and are excited to show you what 2019 has in
store for Neopenda.

With love and gratitude,
Sona and Teresa, Co-founders
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Introduction: A History of Neopenda

2015
2016
2017

2018

Neopenda founded at Columbia University
First needs assessment in Uganda
Participated in Relevant Health accelerator program

Initial non-dilutive fundraising
Neopenda HQ moved to Chicago, IL
User and market research in Uganda

Complete prototype system built
Feedback from over 100 users in Uganda
PCT patent filed
Participated in GE-GSBI Healthymagination program

Opened Neopenda office in Kampala, Uganda
Participated in Techstars Chicago Accelerator program
Named to MIT Solve Frontlines of Health class
Clinical pilot study at Tufts Medical Center in Boston, MA
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2018 Year in Brief

FEB-MAY
MARCH

The GE-GSBI Healthymagination
program culminated with a
presentation in the GSBI Investor
Showcase at Sankalp Africa
Summit in Nairobi.

Conducted a project with
Columbia University Pangea
Advisors on willingness to pay and
pricing strategy development,
including a field visit to Uganda.

MARCH

Competed as finalists in the
Women Startup Challenge:
Emerging Tech in New York City.
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APRIL
Won the Midwest Regional
AlphaLab Gear Hardware Cup.

APR-JUN

MAY

Grew our team and opened an
office in Kampala, Uganda, in
partnership with Makerere
University School of Public Health.

Conducted a research project with
the Uganda Catholic Medical Bureau
(UCMB). Baseline and observational
data relating to neonatal care was
collected from 10 Ugandan hospitals.

MAY
Won “Outstanding IoT Project” at
the Computing Big Data Awards
in London.

MAY-JUN

Cisco Corporate Social Responsibility,
an early funder of Neopenda from the
Rice Business Plan Competition in
2016, visited Neopenda in Kampala to
see our work on the ground, and
invited us to showcase our work at
Cisco Live in Orlando.
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JULY

Awarded follow-on funding from
IEEE Humanitarian Activities
Committee for project with IEEE
Uganda Section.

JULY-SEPT

Conducted surveys with about
400 customers from 25 African
countries in collaboration with
Via Global Health.

AUGUST
SEPT

Named to the MIT Solve ‘Frontlines
of Health’ class. Neopenda was also
awarded the UN Women She
Innovates Prize for GenderResponsive Innovation

JULY

Named to Business Insider’s 30
Under 40 Healthcare Leaders.
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Conducted a UX development
project with Designation.
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JULY-OCT

Participated in the renowned
Techstars Chicago accelerator
program.

OCT
Named to Conscious Company's
31 Social Entrepreneurs to
Watch in 2018 list.

SEPT-DEC
OCT-DEC

Conducted clinical pilot study
with the neoGuardTM device.

Ran successful crowdfunding
equity campaign on Republic.
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Metrics
FUNDING
RAISED

$425K

CONFERENCES
& EVENTS

25 in
10 CITIES
5 STATES
3 COUNTRIES

PRESS

64 ARTICLES

Press Highlights
Mar 2018, Built In Chicago:
How Neopenda is fighting infant mortality with wearables
May 2018, Digital Journal:
Wearable device aims to reduce infant deaths
Jun 2018, MedGadget:
Wearable Vital Signs Monitor for Newborns: Interview with Neopenda Co-founders
Sona Shah and Teresa Cauvel
Jun 2018, Disrupt Africa:
Uganda’s Neopenda designs medical devices for emerging markets
Jul 2018, Business Insider:
This healthcare startup is using technology to save millions of babies
Sep 2018, TastyTrade:
Bootstrapping in America - Sona Shah of Neopenda
Oct 2018, 1871:
Teresa Cauvel and Sona Shah are Saving Newborns Around the World
Oct 2018, Conscious Company:
31 Social Entrepreneurs to Watch in 2018
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Key Partners

1
2
3

IEEE Special Interest Group on Humanitarian
Technology (SIGHT) - Uganda Subsection
Our collaboration with in-country partner IEEE SIGHT-Uganda Subsection
has continued; in July we were awarded $10k follow on funding from IEEE
HAC. Together we are currently working on developing technical
documentation and training manuals.

Uganda Catholic Medical Bureau (UCMB)
This spring and summer we undertook a project with the UCMB, an
organization the governs the 32 Catholic-affiliated hospitals in Uganda. The
project was carried out by UCMB Monitoring and Evaluation staff, and
entailed gathering baseline data relating to neonatal care in 10 Ugandan
hospitals. Neopenda learned from the results about the capacity of
newborn care in these facilities, and can use the data to design feasibility
studies of its neonatal vital signs monitoring product, as well as to get an
idea of the value and cost-effectiveness of the solution.

Tufts Medical Center
Site of clinical pilot study started in October 2018. We evaluated initial
performance and accuracy of neoGuardTM on newborn patients at the
Floating Hospital for Children in Boston, MA.

RESEARCH
PARTNERS
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Key Partners

1
2
3

Ciklum R&D
Ciklum was our early-stage product development partner. In Q1/Q2 we
worked on software and firmware refinements in preparation for the clinical
studies. We were excited to win an award for ‘Outstanding IoT Project’
jointly with Ciklum at the Computing Big Data Awards in London in May.

Designation
In July and August 2018, we did a user experience project with
Designation, a design bootcamp program in Chicago. A team of 4
Designation designers conducted video interviews with Neopenda users,
healthcare professionals in both the U.S. and Uganda, and developed user
experience recommendations for the Neopenda user applications,
producing wireframes, a testable prototype, and a user testing plan.

PDT
We met PDT, a product development firm in Illinois, through contacts at
Techstars Chicago and began working on neoGuardTM version 2 hardware
development (electrical and mechanical engineering) in the fall.

PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT
PARTNERS
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Key Partners

1
2
3
4

GE-GSBI Healthymagination
In March, the Healthymagination Mother & Child program concluded at the
Sankalp Summit in Nairobi. The social enterprise-focused accelerator
introduced us to an invaluable network of stakeholders in the maternal and
child health space in Sub-Saharan Africa, and our program mentors helped
us to refine and test our business model as we plan for scale-up.

SSPR
Through our participation in the Women Startup Challenge in March 2018,
we were awarded six months of services from SSPR public relations firm.
SSPR worked with Neopenda on social media management, elevating
brand awareness, thought leadership, messaging, and media outreach.

Techstars Chicago
Neopenda was selected by Techstars Chicago to participate in the 2018
program. This incubator offered Neopenda investment, extensive
mentorship, fundraising support, and product development support.

MIT Solve
CEO Sona Shah and the Neopenda team were chosen for the next class of
“Solvers”, joining a community of global change-makers. MIT Solve helps
build partnerships with cross-sector leaders that help pilot, scale, and
implement their tech-based solutions and take action on specific,
actionable Global Challenges. Neopenda was also awarded the She
Innovates Prize for Gender-Responsive Innovation by UN Women.

BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT
PARTNERS
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Stakeholder Engagement
Central to Neopenda’s mission is our focus on designing and implementing appropriate
technologies for emerging markets. While Neopenda’s co-founders are based in Chicago, IL,
where we have access to essential product development resources, capital, and industry
experts, we have invested significant time understanding the needs and constraints in
resource-constrained facilities (including travelling to Uganda regularly since 2015). We
collaborate closely with our local team in Kampala, Uganda, and together, have visited dozens
of hospitals and health facilities in every region of Uganda. Our user-centric design process
enables us to rapidly and iteratively create solutions with and for our users. On the business
side, we have worked hard this year to build relationships with stakeholders and potential
customers in emerging markets. We are building a customer acquisition pipeline and
validating pricing and implementation models. This work has been conducted in partnership
with several collaborators, including:

Columbia University
Pangea Advisors:
A team of Pangea Advisors from Columbia Business
School spent five months on a project with Neopenda
investigating willingness to pay and pricing strategy
development. They visited 22 hospitals in Uganda and
conducted 35 interviews with stakeholders, starting to
capture the drivers of value for hospitals and the
willingness-to-pay for neonatal monitoring devices. In
October, we began a second Pangea project, focusing
on developing an expansion strategy.

Via Global Health:
Neopenda collaborated with leading
global health purchasing platform
Via Global Health to conduct a
survey of about 400 healthcare
professionals in 25 African countries
and in-depth interviews of several
distributors, testing out Neopenda's
value proposition and pricing model
to
ensure
affordability
and
sustainability.

19 CO-FOUNDER DAYS
IN UGANDA

5 CO-FOUNDER
HOSPITAL VISITS IN
UGANDA

287 AFRICAN
HEALTHCARE
WORKERS ENGAGED

59 AFRICAN HOSPITAL
ADMINISTRATORS
ENGAGED

70 STAKEHOLDERS
ENGAGED IN UGANDA

550 TOTAL
STAKEHOLDERS
ENGAGED IN AFRICA
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neoGuardTM Product Development

• Determined product design iterations based
on extensive user feedback.
• Worked with regulatory consultants on product
development and documentation in
preparation for regulatory submission in 2019.
• Conducted bench testing and informal testing
to continuous advance the product's progress.
• Established the product name for Neopenda's
wearable newborn vital signs monitor:
neoGuardTM.
• Worked on UX/UI design, engaging Ugandan
users to refine the software.
• Kicked off development of our second
generation ("V2") hardware, incorporating
advanced mechanical engineering and design
for manufacturing.
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A look at neoGuard’s impact,
from our users themselves:
“Monitoring technology would be beneficial because…
…It would reduce workload and allow the nurse to attend to more
babies in need” - Midwife at Jinja Regional Referral Hospital,
Jinja, Uganda
…Right now they rely on the moms; more technology would
minimize their reliance on the moms.” - Neonatal nurse at Mengo
Hospital, Kampala, Uganda.
…It saves time, makes the job less stressful and makes the
workflow more efficient” - Midwife at Mbale Regional Referral
Hospital, Mbale, Uganda
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2018 Expenses
0.89%
PILOT LAUNCH
PRODUCT R&D

33.38
%
65.72
%

SG&A

Total Non-Dilutive Funding: $58,000
AlphaLab Gear
Cisco CSR
MIT Solve
UN Women
IEEE SIGHT

1st Place, Midwest Hardware Cup
Global Problem Solver Challenge
Frontlines of Health Solver prize
She Innovates Prize
Follow-on grant

$3,000
$5,000
$10,000
$30,000
$10,000

Total Dilutive Funding: $145,000
Techstars

Accelerator + Investment

$145,000

$300k has been raised to date from 700 investors on
Republic. Here's what some of them had to say…
"I know this is going to go a long way to save the lives of
newborns all over the world, most especially in developing
countries with the inadequate medical staffs and types of
machinery.” - Vincent V.
“I invested because I know the importance of having such a
device in an always busy pediatric unit, having worked
there earlier in my career as a doctor.” - Chukwudi O.
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Team Neopenda
Sona Shah, CEO and Co-founder
Teresa Cauvel, CTO and Co-founder
Dorothy Aanyu, Uganda Program Coordinator
Michael Adengo, Uganda Research Coordinator
2018 saw the addition of Dorothy Aanyu and Michael
Adengo to Neopenda’s team, based in Kampala, Uganda,
in April 2018. We also added renowned public health
researcher Dr. Peter Waiswa to our advisory board.

Advisory Board
Dr. Veronica Ades, Faculty at NYU College of Global Public Health

Global Public Health Advisor

Willo Brock, SVP of External Affairs at the TB Alliance

International Development Advisor

Dr. Aaron Kyle, Global Health Innovator and Faculty
at Columbia University

Technology Advisor

Rebecca Peyser, Co-founder; Data Scientist, MIT

Data Management Advisor

Dr. Katherine Reuther, Co-Director of the Columbia
University Biomedical Accelerator

Entrepreneurship Advisor

Dr. Yvonne Vaucher, Neonatologist, UC San Diego

Neonatology and International Medicine Advisor

Dr. Peter Waiswa, Lecturer at Makerere University School
of Public Health

Uganda Public Health Advisor
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Looking Ahead at 2019
We have some big milestones to hit in 2019, including
manufacturing our market-ready product and filing our CE Mark. It
is going to be an exciting year, as we grow our team, begin work in
additional countries beyond Uganda, and transition from research
and development to commercialization.
We can’t wait to share with you all that 2019 has in store for
Neopenda. It’s been an incredible journey, and we’re just getting
started. Thank you for supporting Neopenda this year, as we work
to create needs-based, appropriately designed medical technology
that is accessible and sustainable around the world.

Please reach out if you have further questions or ideas, or are
interested in partnering with us. Follow us online and subscribe to
our newsletter to stay updated on our progress.
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www.neopenda.com
info@neopenda.com
facebook.com/Neopenda
linkedin.com/company/Neopenda
@neopenda_health
@neopendahealth
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